#Metoo: Pathways to healing
For Sparks & Wiry Cries
songSLAM Festival

Lydia Brown, Natalie Draper, Jennifer Holloway, Mahze Kane, Kathleen Kelly, Margaret Lattimore, Nailah Nombeko, Naomi Louisa O’Connell, Kamala Sankaram, Karen Slack

LAMENT: Four women
Karen Slack & Kathleen Kelly

PRACTICE & TRADITION
        Thumbprint
        Dinah, Jacob’s Daughter
        A New tradition
Kamala Sankaram & Lydia Brown

LAMENT: Heidenröslein
Jennifer Holloway & Kathleen Kelly

I AM NO VICTIM…
        I being born a woman: Edna St. Vincent Millay
        Nanna’s Lied
        I am a soldier: Joan of Arc (Herstory III)
Margaret Lattimore & Lydia Brown

LAMENT: The Barbara Song (Three Penny Opera)
Kamala Sankaram & Lydia Brown

AN INHERITANCE
        Cinderella (Roald Dahl)
        What did you learn in school today
        Children will listen
        Some Say (I got Devil)
Naomi Louisa O’Connell & Lydia Brown
LAMENT: Les cinq filles d’Orlamondes (Ariane et Barbe Bleus)  
TUTTI singers and Kathleen Kelly  
Paul Dukas

INTERMISSION

LAMENT: Auf den grünen Balkon  
Margaret Lattimore & Lydia Brown  
Hugo Wolf

SHE WHO CONTINUES *world premiere (poetry of Judy Grahn)  
Ice queen  
The enemies of She who call her various names  
She who continues  
Jennifer Holloway & Kathy Kelly  
Natalie Draper

LAMENT: The Water is Wide  
Naomi Louisa O’Connell & Lydia Brown  
Gabrielle Rosse Owens

THE TROUBLE I’VE SEEN  
Sposa son Disprezzata  
Antonio Vivaldi

Nobody Knows *world premiere (poem by Mahze Kane)  
Karen Slack & Kathleen Kelly  
Nailah Nombeko

THE MARCH OF THE WOMEN  
TUTTI singers and Kathy Kelly  
Ethyl Smyth